NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2013
Nite Ize products stand for innovation,
creativity and quality. We are excited to
introduce over 75 new products for 2013.
VISIT NITEIZE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

PEN + TOUCHSCREEN STYLUS

The Inka Mobile is made of durable nylon and carbon fiber that’s tough,
lightweight, and corrosion-resistant. One end of the Inka Mobile features a
carabiner clip that securely anchors to a key ring, zipper pull, or nearly any
loop or D-ring, so you can always know where the pen is when you need it.
Release the pen from the clip with a couple of quick twists—its fully replaceable
pressurized cartridge contains waterproof ink that writes smoothly and
consistently in extreme temperatures, upside-down, at any altitude—even
underwater. And to add to its versatility, the cap at the opposite end of the
Inka Mobile opens to reveal an easily accessible touch-screen stylus—
perfect for everything from quick notes to business presentations.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Available in 3 eye-catching translucent colors to help identify
the pen side and the stylus side at a quick glance
IMP-M1-R7

CONNECT CASE
FOR SAMSUNG® GALAXY S4

Features a replaceable pressurized blue ink cartridge that gives the
Inka Mobile its amazing ability to write in extreme conditions

The Connect Case for the Samsung Galaxy S4 to perfectly fit this elegant phone’s
sleek, unique profile. Made of high grade shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate, it is
slim, lightweight, durable and dependable. Specially tailored to keep the features
of the Samsung Galaxy S4 accessible at all times, it provides state-of-the-art
shock-absorption that shields from every day wear and tear. An innovative flexhinge design makes insertion and removal from the case quick and easy and
allows for transition to Connect Accessories; Connect Cradle and Mobile Mount.
The Connect Case has a soft-touch feel and positive diamond grip pattern in a
slim-line design that mirrors the sleek shape and size of the Samsung Galaxy S4.
AVAILABLE COLORS

High strength, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate case
and clip construction with positive diamond grip on sides of the case
Innovative one piece flex-hinge case design allows for easy and secure installation

CNT-GS4-01SC

Includes a convenient S-Biner® carry clip, a custom sized anti-fingerprint clear
screen protector, a microfiber cleaning cloth, and screen protector installation card
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S TEELIE
CAR MOUNT KIT

The Steelie Car Mount Kit utilizes two specially engineered components;
the Steelie Phone Socket and Steelie Ball Mount to provide secure-yet-versatile
phone docking exactly where you need it.
The two components attach magnetically to create a versatile viewing platform
that easily attaches with a smooth glide to nearly any vehicle dashboard
and the ability to easily rotate for an endless number of viewing angles.
The Steelie Phone Socket and Ball Mount are backed with 3M®
VHB™ foam adhesive tape for secure attachment
The Steelie Phone Socket uses a powerful neodymium magnet
Each Steelie Car Mount Kit includes: one Steelie Phone Socket,
one Steelie Ball Mount, an alcohol prep pad, 3M® primer
and installation instructions

STCK-11-R8

S TEELIE
PEDESTAL KIT

The Steelie Pedestal Kit creates a functional pedestal
for your tablet or other mobile device.
Simply place the Steelie Tabletop Stand on any smooth, flat surface— attach
your tablet, fitted with the Steelie Tablet Socket, and let the magnetic
attraction do the rest. You can tilt the screen to any angle and rotate it from
landscape to portrait orientation for optimum viewing. When you’re ready
to move on, just detach the tablet from the stand with a simple tug.
The Tablet Socket uses a powerful neodymium magnet
and is backed with 3M® VHB™ foam adhesive tape
for secure attachment
Each kit includes: one Steelie Tablet Socket,
one Steelie Tabletop Stand, an alcohol prep pad
and installation instructions

STTK-11-R8

S TEELIE
HOBKNOB KIT

The Steelie HobKnob Kit is a fun, innovative way to create both
a handle and mini stand for your tablet, e-reader, or other device.
Simply peel and attach the socket to the center of the back of your
tablet or its rigid case. The HobKnob’s machined aluminum post and
grippy rubber ball fits securely around the Tablet Socket, attaches
to it magnetically, and makes a perfect handle or stand.
The Steelie Tablet Socket will attach to metal surfaces—refrigerator doors,
steel shelving, stove hoods, filing cabinets, lockers and toolboxes
The Tablet Socket uses a powerful neodymium magnet
and is backed with 3M® VHB™ foam adhesive tape
for secure attachment
Each Kit includes: one Steelie HobKnob Handle,
one Steelie Tablet Socket, an alcohol prep pad
and installation instructions

STHB-M1-R8
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CONNECT CRADLE

UNIVERSAL MOBILE DEVICE HOLDER

The Connect Cradle Universal Mobile Device Holder is a versatile way
to create multiple docking stations for your cell phone in your car,
home, and office. The top and bottom adjustable dipped rubber grips
create both cushion and friction, so the Connect Cradle snaps easily and
securely around your phone, even one that’s already in its own case.
The two durable, flexible Gear Ties on the case’s top and bottom are easily
inserted into the dashboard vent of your car. They can also be bent to create a
stand on your desk, table, or countertop—basically any smooth flat surface.
Connect Cradle features a Gear Tie Technology for secure and
easy connection to vehicle vent or desktop stand
Simple to insert and remove device from Connect Cradle
Universally sized to fit nearly any mobile device,
with or without a protective case, on the market

UVM-01-R7

CAM JAM

TIE DOWN STRAPS

When it comes to serious load-bearing jobs, each component
of the CamJam Tie Down Strap is up to the task.
The CamJam Tie Down Strap, was designed for functionality, ease of use,
and safety & security. Its 1” wide polypropylene strap features high quality,
high strength webbing, and is attached to a sturdy, cast zinc aluminum cam
mechanism with 4 bar tack stitches for high strength. The non-slip buckle on the
cam mechanism not only latches securely, it also provides gradual release even
under high tension, eliminating sudden and dangerous unloading. The CamJam
Tie Down Strap allows you to secure large loads—like kayaks, lumber, heavy
furniture and appliances—up to 700 pounds in weight, easily, securely, and safely.
2100 lb. break strength—700 lb working load
Available in 6, 12, and 18 foot lengths
Multiple tie down configurations

CJW6-M1-R8

CAM JAM
MICRO BUNGEE

No slip design for secure operation

Locking down smaller loads is a cinch with the CamJam Micro Bungee.
Lightweight, easy to use, and designed to lock securely into place with a
simple pull of its attached bungee cord, the CamJam Micro Bungee is made
of sturdy, durable plastic, its carabiner clip features a stainless steel gate
on one end and a rotating ridged cam mechanism on the other. Both ends of
the stretchable, reflective 14” bungee cord are capped to keep them securely
attached to the CamJams on either end. Simply pull the bungee through the
innovative CamJam tensioning device and easily tighten to secure your gear.
Excellent for securing small loads to a backpack, bike rack or roof rack
Adjustable from 3.5” – 14”
Reflective 3mm bungee cord

NCJSB-M1-R8
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DOOHICK EY
KEY TOOL

With its lightweight, compact size and multiple save-the-day features, the
DoohicKey is something you don’t want to—and don’t have to—ever be without.
Made of durable stainless steel, the DoohicKey features a half-dozen tools that
do everything from tighten bolts and screws to open a bottle of your favorite
refreshment, all in a simple key-sized tool that fits in the palm of your hand. On
one end of the DoohicKey is a sturdy carabiner clip, allowing you to securely
attach the DoohicKey to any loop or ring. Opposite the clip is an etched ruler for
on-the-spot measurements, and a carabiner opening is strategically shaped to
function as a wrench. The DoohicKey also features a bottle opener, a flat head
screwdriver, and a blunt box cutter. With a streamlined, clever design that makes
it easy to carry, attach, remove, and reattach, it’s as at-hand as it is handy.
Key-sized multi-tool that easily attaches to an existing key chain or strap
Secure Stainless Steel construction

KMT-11-R3

INFINI-K EY
KEY RING

A variety of useful tools in a compact, easy to use design

Made of lightweight, durable stainless steel, the Infini-Key key ring
allows for easy attachment and removal of multiple keys, with no
awkward split key ring to fight with when removing keys.
The simple design of our Infini-Key not only keeps your multiple keys handy, it allows
you to isolate and remove any one of them without having to struggle with a stubborn
split key ring. Just slide the key you need to the narrowed top—the neck of the
Inifini-Key keeps your other keys from following—and unlock the simple carabiner
clip to remove. The carabiner can also be used to attach the Infini-Key to a belt loop,
backpack, or second key ring, keeping your keys secure and handy wherever you go.
Keys slide through narrow opening to easily add, sort or remove
Stainless steel construction with carabiner clip
Innovative design keeps keys secure and convenient

KIC-11-R3

KEYRACK LOCKER

The KeyRack Locker features the popular KeyRack Steel body with six S-Biner
MicroLocks that are simple to attach, remove, and lock securely. It’s the ultimate
in functionality and durability while still providing easy access to your keys.
Made of high quality stainless steel, the KeyRack Locker features a sturdy,
secure carabiner gate closure that allows you to clip to any convenient location.
The bottom half holds six S-Biner MicroLock, stainless steel carabiners that
feature a center locking lever made of durable plastic. A simple twist effectively
and securely locks the gate, and keeps it that way until you twist open again.
The KeyRack Locker’s innovative S-Biner MicroLocks combine
the innovation and versatility of the S-Biner to provide unique
functionality, securing and access to your keys
Features a durable stainless steel carabiner clip which allows you to clip the Key
Rack to an existing key chain, purse, jacket, strap or other convenient location

KLK-11-R3

Heavy duty construction of high quality Stainless Steel
components—keep your keys secure and easily accessible
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Organize, connect, carry, and keep your
valuables extra secure with S-Biner

K EYR ACK S TEEL

K EYR ING S TEEL

BIGR ING

Now available in
black finish with 6
#.5 Black Stainless
Steel S-Biners
that attach and
release to keep
your keys securely
and conveniently
organized.

The KeyRing Steel
is a simple, handy,
and secure way to
organize and carry
your keys. Its solid,
continuous stainless
steel ring comes
KRGS-11-R3
with six stainless
steel S-Biners that are perfectly
sized to hold six separate keys, or
attach to a belt loop, purse strap, or
zipper pull. The S-Biners remove and
reattach quickly and securely, making
it easy to access individual keys.

Made of a continuous
loop of sturdy
stainless steel, the
BigRing is perfect
for those of us with
more than the average
number of keys. The
BRG-M1-R3
BigRing comes with 8
#.5-sized Stainless Steel S-Biners in
two colors (4 stainless, 4 black) so you
can easily identify keys at a glance.
Or, use one of the S-Biners to attach
the BigRing to a belt loop, purse strap,
zipper pull, or to hook to a second ring.

KRS-03-01
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KNOT BONE
CORD L OCK #3

With the KnotBone Cord Lock you can securely tighten the drawstring of
any article of clothing, rucksack, satchel or bag to just the right tension.
Simply thread both ends of your cord through the KnotBone Cord Lock’s
closed end, one at a time, pull to the desired tension and wrap to lock.
Available in a pack of four Cord Lock #3s
Fits 2.5mm diameter cord
Simple to use: Tighten, Wrap and Lock
Use two ways: Lock & Go or Cinch & Go
Single part design—no moving parts or springs

KCL3-01-4R7

GEARTIE MOUNTABLES

GEARTIE CORD ORGANIZER

With the Gear Tie Mountables, you can
put the hook you need exactly where
you need it. Backed with all-weather
3M® Acrylic Plus Tape™, it can be
mounted to nearly any surface, no tools
required. With a simple twist, bend its
flexible, durable Gear Tie to create a
hook for keys, dog leashes, ski passes—
you name it. The organizational and
decorative possibilities are limitless!

The 3” Gear Tie Mountable Cord
Organizer, backed with 3M®
Acrylic Plus Tape™, can be mounted
to the undersides of shelves, desks
or counters. Once the Gear Tie Cord
Organizer is in place, wrap its flexible,
reusable Gear Tie around cords to
gather and bind them neatly, make
them less visible and more accessible.

GTU2-M2-2R7

GTC3-01-2R7

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

Tough rubber shell provides excellent grip—stick anywhere

Available in 2” & 4” lengths

Can be removed without damage

Can be removed without damage

NITEDAWG LED
SOFT DOG DISC

Strong wire inside holds its shape

The Nite Dawg Disc is soft to the touch, easy to catch, and, with its battery-powered
LED, provides hours of after dark fun for you and your four-legged buddy.
Made of flexible nylon, this soft disc is a pliable, lightweight, LED powered flying
disc that’s just as easy and fun for you to throw as it is for your dog to catch. Its soft,
sturdy fabric is mouth-friendly and extra easy on canine gums and teeth, and makes
running and jumping with it a breeze. Inside the double-stitched housing is a fully
protected battery compartment with a canine-resistant cap, plus an on/off switch
that activates the LED which illuminates the entire outer rim. Press once for a steady
glow and twice for flashing, and enjoy hours of early evening catch under the stars.
Powered by a bright Red LED that features both flash & glow modes
100 + hours of run time

NDD2-M1-R3
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SHOELIT

Add a little lightness and a lot of safety to your early morning/late evening
run with the ShoeLit. Made with a bright white LED in a water-resistant
casing backed by a durable stainless steel locking gate, it attaches quickly
and securely to shoe laces or narrow straps. Featuring a passively reflective
pattern as well, the ShoeLit is a great way to let others know you’re out there.

LED SHOE LIGHT

AVAILABLE COLORS

Available in white LED with 4 eye-catching colors
Secure clip: easy to attach and remove
Easily replaceable 1 x CR 927 3V Lithium battery included
Battery Run Time: 24 Hours
Weather resistant

NST-M2-R3

LED SPORT BELT

The LED Sport Belt is streamlined and lightweight, making it the perfect
bulk-free, all-weather, all-season way to be visible when you’re out
in dark and inclement weather. The LED is simple to activate—press
once for steady glow and twice for flash mode and its webbed reflective
pattern provides secondary passive visibility for added safety.
Adjustable waistband fits sizes 29” – 50”
Weather resistant construction
Easily replaceable 3 x AAA Alkaline batteries included
Battery Run Time: 75 Hours Glow / 100 Hours Flash

NSB-51-R8

HELMET M ARKER P LUS

S ADDLEL ITE

The Helmet Marker Plus makes you
clearly obvious in dark and inclement
weather. Strong hook & loop provides
secure attachment to the back of your
helmet and it’s bright red LED provides
instant visibility. Features a passive
reflective pattern for added safety.

The SaddleLite LED Bike Bag
packs the extras you need on your
ride, and features a bright red LED
sewn into its reflective back. The
weather resistant LED features
both Glow and Flash modes.
HMP-03

Weather resistant construction

SDL-M1-R3

Included Gear Tie offers additional attachment options

Bright white interior material to easily see bag’s contents

Easy to attach and remove—no tools required

Features easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V Lithium Batteries

Easily replaceable 1 x 2032 3V lithium battery included

Battery Run Time: 20 Hours Glow / 25 Hours Flash

Battery Run Time: 75 Hours
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Switch from the switch! Our innovative, touch-activated
INOVA Microlight STS Illuminates with a simple swipe, making
bright LED illumination easy, instant and ultra-convenient.

MLSA-M1-R7

The INOVA X3A Bike Light offers superior light projection that increases your
visibility and safety. Its beam can be set to one of three modes: High power, low
power, or our innovative Safe-Day™ Pulse. Dual use design, featuring Gear Tie
attachment, allows for easy transition between bike light and hand held device.

X3ATMA-HB-LRGT

With its sturdy construction, molded foam insulation, and high-quality elastic
side panels, the Lite Holster Stretch keeps flashlights of nearly every size safe
and convenient. Features a rugged flex clip that rotates 360 degrees and locks in
8 positions for hands-free lighting. Open-ended design allows easy access to
the flashlight’s tail cap.
Rugged Holster for AAA, AA, L123, C & D cell flashlights
—fits from 5/8” to 1-1/2” diameter barrels
Durable clip rotates 360 degrees and locks in eight different positions
Clip fits belts up to 2-3/8 inches wide
External Case dimensions: 5.85” x 2.0” x 1.6”

UIH-HB

PRODUCT UPDATES FOR 2013
These Nite Ize products feature new
sizes and colors of many of our most
popular current items.
VISIT NITEIZE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.

CLIPCASE
SIDEWAYS

Made of durable ballistic material to protect from impacts, and accented with
weather-resistant, rugged hypalon material, this holster is designed to keep
your phone safe and at-hand on your belt or waistband, in a fixed horizontal
position. Your phone will stay secure with a durable hook and loop lid closure,
and an interior pocket provides a handy place to store ID, credit cards, or cash.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Three Universal Sizes: Designed to fit nearly any mobile device
shapes and styles on the market—with or without form fit cases.
NEW XL Size is designed to fit larger screen smartphones
Rugged flex clip ensures confident attachment to
waistbands, belts, or straps up to 2-3/16” wide
Internal pocket holds credit cards, ID, currency and more for convenient access

CCSXL-03-01

CLIPCASE
EXECUTIVE

With its horizontal orientation and high-quality construction, our
ClipCase Executive has the refined, professional look that’s appropriate
in even the most formal executive environment.
From the materials used to the method of construction, our ClipCase Executive
is made with attention to every last detail. We start with an exterior of the highest
quality black genuine leather, finely stitched and lined with soft material.
Durable hook & loop closure keeps your phone safe and secure, and its rugged
flex clip fits on belts and waistbands up to 2 1/8” wide. But most importantly,
this cell phone case has a slim, low profile that makes it versatile to wear
to big investor meetings, casual Fridays, and everything in between.
Two universal sizes available—Large & Extra Large. Designed to fit
nearly all smartphones on the market, with or without a form fit case
Features an interior pocket to store ID, credit cards or cash

EHLL-17-R3

Rugged flex clip ensures confident attachment to
waistbands, belts, or straps up to 2-1/8” wide
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CONNECT CASE
FOR iPhone 5®

Stay Connected™. The Connect Case offers protection from every day wear and tear,
and dependable shock absorption for your iPhone. An innovative one-piece flex hinge
design allows for easy and secure installation and includes a removable Connect
Clip for easy transition to Connect Accessories; Connect Cradle and Mobile Mount.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Now available in a new size to fit the iPhone 5 with new eye-catching colors available
High strength, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate
case and clip construction with positive diamond grip on sides of the case
Innovative one piece flex-hinge case design allows
for easy and secure iPhone installation
Includes a convenient S-Biner® carry clip, a custom sized anti-fingerprint clear
screen protector, a microfiber cleaning cloth, and screen protector installation card

CNT-IP5-01SC

BIOCASE

BIODEGRADABLE + COMPOSTABLE

Made in the USA of GD P.U.R.E. Bio Resin (GDH-B1)-the world’s first
certified compostable elastomer—the BioCase is a uniquely sustainable
solution to protect your iPhone. Soft and flexible yet surprisingly durable,
the BioCase is made of organic materials, not fossil fuels creating a much
lighter carbon footprint. The BioCase fits snugly around your iPhone,
slides in and out of your pocket easily, and comes in a variety of solid
colors and designs that reflect a wide spectrum of styles and moods.
AVAILABLE COLORS

New size designed to fit the iPhone® 5 with a brand new eye-catching color assortment
Soft comfortable material for handling and slides easily into your pocket
GD P.U.R.E Bio Resin (GDH-B1) is safe, durable, and certified to meet the
toughest environmental standards. Biodegradable and compostable
following the requirements of EN 13432 and ASTM D6400
BIO-IP5-69

Two styles available to fit either iPhone® 5 or iPhone® 4S/4

A CTION A RMB AND

RUGGED H ARDSHELL OPTICS C ASE

Durable, flexible, and sleek, the Action
Armband securely carries your mobile
device while you’re hiking, running,
or in the gym. Simply slide it into
the main pocket, thread the weather
resistant micro-fiber strap through
the lightweight metal loop and go!
Features back pocket for cards & cash.

This zip top-loading case is made
with a durable, weather-resistant
hard shell exterior that keeps
glasses safe and protected.

NIPB2-01-R8

Clear main pocket allows for full access to your device
through a flexible TPU material

We designed a sewn-in microfiber
cleaning cloth to keep your lenses
clean, and it’s fitted with a durable
clip that attaches securely to belts
or straps up to 2” wide. Two sizes
available to fit most glasses.

Two Sizes to fit iPhone® 4S/4 or 5, iPod Touch® 4th or 5th Gen,
and a wide variety of other smart phones

Now available in a new large size to fit wider framed
sunglasses and safety glasses

Includes S-Biner Key Clip & Curvyman Cord Supervisor

Carabiner loop allows you to clip anywhere to
keep your glasses conveniently accessible

NGCL-03-01
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S -BINER
TRANSLUCENTS
DOUBLE GATED CARABINER

The S-Biner Plastic is durable, lightweight and available in an array of bright
translucent colors. Ultra-handy dual spring gates will hold, secure, and connect
everything from house keys and cell phone holsters to camping gear.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Now available in 4 new eye-catching translucent colors:
Smoke, Purple, Lime and Orange
New colors available in Size #0-2 Pack, Size #2 and Size #4
Strong and lightweight

SBP2-03-17T

CAM JAM

SMALL CORD TIGHTENER

The CamJam Small is an easy, knot-free way to tighten, tension, and secure
a cord around lighter loads of all kinds. We’ve designed the CamJam Small to
thread narrower cord (from 1.8mm to 3mm in diameter) for smaller jobs.
The CamJam Small can be anchored to any hook, D-ring, or loop.
Feed the cord through the cam, adjust to the desired tension, and pull
firmly—it locks into place and stays that way until you release it.
Available in either a two pack or a two pack
that includes 1–12’ section of reflective cord
Two attachment methods for ultimate versatility:
loop system and fixed end system
Lightweight, strong construction

NCJS-M1-2R3

550 PARACORD
HIGH STRENGTH UTILITY CORD

Originally created as suspension lines for parachutes, the lightweight, semielastic strength and weather-resistant quality of braided nylon paracord makes
it a versatile, durable alternative to rope, with hundreds of uses. Tested for 550
pound break strength, our 550 paracord is excellent for bundling small loads
and rucksacks, for use in harnesses, clothes line, dummy cords, guy lines,
snare lines, hanging bear bags, for use as boot and shoe laces—any task where
light cordage is needed. In a pinch, you can pull the guts from the outer case
and use the inner strands for fishing line, zipper pulls—even dental floss.
AVAILABLE COLORS

Now available in two colors: Black and Orange
Package comes with 50’ of black 550 Paracord
3.18mm (1/8”) diameter
150LB working load / 550LB break strength
PC550-04-5031

Dimensions: 0.13” D x 50’ / Weight: 3.84 oz
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DOGDISCUIT

P ETL IT

The Flashflight LED Dog Discuit is a
soft-touch plastic flying disc made
specifically for nighttime play with your
disc-loving dog. It’s illuminated by a
super-efficient, long-lasting LED, so
it glows brightly in the dark. The Dog
Discuit is mouth friendly, bite durable,
and has a canine-resistant battery cover.

The PetLit LED Collar Light is a unique
battery-powered LED that you can clip
securely to your pet’s collar, keeping
him or her visible day and night. Made of
durable plastic with a bright white LED
light that activates with a simple twist.
FFDD-07-R8

Features our popular Disc-O color changing LED

5 fun designs: Blue Burst, Green Paw,
Red Fire Hydrant, Clear Jewel and Pink Jewel

PCL02-03-03PS

Bright White LED for Visibility

Push-button on/off switch

Weather resistant

Safe, dog-friendly design
Weather resistant: floats!

Easily replaceable battery included:
1 x 927 3V Lithium battery

Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V lithium batteries included

Battery Run Time: 24 Hours

TWISTL IT DISC-O

SEE’EMS

The TwistLit Disc-O easily attaches to
anything on wheels, providing an eyecatching and smile inducing Disc-O,
color changing LED light. Securely
held in place with Gear Ties and
features easily replaceable batteries.

Easily attaches to most common
spokes, these fun LED Lights
create an attention grabbing
circle of light. Features an easily
replaceable battery. Now available
in Purple, Blue & Pink LED colors.

Glow & Flash Modes

TLT-03-07

AVAILABLE COLORS

NSE2-03-23

Easy to attach and detach: No tools required!

Fits Round, Oval or Bladed (flat) spokes

Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V lithium batteries included

Each See’Em includes replaceable 1 x 927 3V lithium battery

Battery Run Time: 20 Hours Glow / 25 Hours Flash

Battery Run Time: 24 Hours

FOR MORE PRODUCTS AND INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT NITEIZE.COM
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